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Abstract
Intensity-based pointwise algorithms for 2D evaluation of
activity in optical metrology with dynamic speckle analysis
are studied. They are applied to a temporal sequence of
correlated speckle patterns formed at laser illumination of
the object surface. A new algorithm is proposed that
provides the same quality of the 2D activity map but at less
computational effort.

I. INTRODUCTION
Optical metrology with dynamic laser speckle analysis
is a promising technique due to variety of applications
and simplicity of data acquisition. Coherent illumination
of a diffuse object yields a speckle pattern, which
changes over time at any object modification. Thus
detection of physical or biological activity in various
objects (e.g. fruits, seeds, coatings) becomes possible
through statistical processing of speckle patterns on their
surface [1,2]. If N patterns of size N x ´ N y are captured
for time T at a sampling rate 1 Dt = T N and pixel period
D , then a time sequence of 8-bit encoded intensities
I kl , n º I (kD, lD, nDt ), n = 1..N is formed at each point

(kD, lD ), k = 1..N x , l = 1..N y of the acquired images. These

data can be used to build a pointwise estimate of a given
statistical measure by averaging over T . The 2D spatial
distribution of the estimate gives a map of object activity.
Inherent feature of any pointwise intensity-based
estimate is that it exhibits strong fluctuations from point
to point due to speckle nature of the acquired patterns.
The fluctuations worsen sensitivity and resolution of the
dynamic speckle method as a result of the decreased
contrast of the built 2D activity map. That’s why the first
task of this paper is to study fluctuations and hence
quality of the produced activity map in the case of four
intensity-based algorithms. The first of them evaluates
the so called generalized difference [1] which yields a
low-contrast activity map due to the cumulative character
of this estimate. The second improves the first one
through introduction in calculation of a much shorter than
N temporal window and ensures higher contrast [1]. The
third algorithm is the recently proposed by us usage of a
structure function for a high contrast activity map [2]. We
compared these three algorithms in the paper, and, as its
second task, we propose a new estimate as a fourth
algorithm which provides high quality of the activity map
but at less computation time.

II. ACTIVITY MAP QUALITY
The pointwise intensity-based estimates rely on
temporal correlation between the laser speckle patterns
acquired by the optical sensor. The estimates of the
generalized difference and the weighted generalized
difference with a window length equal to w are
determined from
N N
N -w i+w
Gˆ (k , l ) = å å I kl , i - I kl , i , Gˆ w (k , l , w) = å å I kl ,i - I kl , i (1)
i =1 j = i +1

i =1 j = i +1

The estimate of the structure function at a time lag m is
given by

(

N -m
Sˆ (k , l , m ) = å I kl , i - I kl ,i + m
i =1

)2

(2)

We called our new proposal a modified structure
function whose estimate is calculated as
N -m
Sˆm (k , l , m ) = å I kl ,i - I kl , i + m
i =1

(3)

As it can be seen, the algorithms given by Eq.(2) and
Eq.(3) include only one summation and therefore can
perform faster than the algorithms given by Eqs.(1). The
structure function algorithms could replace calculation of
the generalized difference only if they guarantee the same
quality of the activity map. Actually they should be
compared only to Gˆ w (k , l , w) because the window, w, as
well as the time lag, m, introduce selectivity and
improves the contrast.
To compare the algorithms, we conducted a numerical
experiment with a specially designed synthetic object
with varying activity across its surface to have different
ratios T t c , where t c is the correlation radius of intensity
fluctuations. Actually, this ratio measures information
capacity provided by a given time sequence. We obtained
a correlated sequence of speckle patterns by i) generation
of a sequence of 2D spatially delta-correlated random
phase distributions j (k , l , n ) at a normalized temporal
correlation function R (t ) = exp[-t / t c ] ; phase evolution
was introduced as is described in [3]), ii) simulation of
subjective speckle intensity at the CCD aperture. The
complex amplitude of the light reflected from the object
was modeled as U S = I 0 exp{- jj } for a laser beam with
intensity I 0 . In paraxial approximation the complex

amplitude at the CCD plane was U CCD = FT -1 {H × FT (U S )} ,
where H is the CCD coherent transfer function and FT[..]
is the Fourier transform. Integration by the CCD pixels

was modeled through summation of values in a 2´2
pixels window. The obtained arrays of 256´256 pixels
were saved as 8-bit encoded bitmap images. The patterns
of 256´256 pixels were divided into four rectangular
regions Z1, Z2, Z3 and Z4 of size 256´64 pixels each with
t c taking values of 10 Dt , 20 Dt , 40 Dt and 80 Dt . We
generated and processed image sequences with
T = 64Dt ,128Dt , 256Dt ,512Dt .
To evaluate fluctuations of the estimates we built their
histograms at assumption that any activity map has 256
levels. We show in Fig.1 and Fig.2 exemplary histograms
obtained for the four algorithms in the case of processing
the regions Z1 and Z4 from the test object at T = 256Dt .
Figure 3 presents activity maps which correspond to the
histograms. The maps show the four regions of different
activity in the test object. We see that the histograms for
the estimate of the generalized difference overlap to a
large degree even at the substantial difference in the
correlation radii in Z1 and Z4. Therefore the regions of
different activity are practically indiscernible in the
activity map built by this algorithm (Fig.3). The Figure 1
shows also the histograms for the estimate of the
weighted generalized difference that has been calculated
with a window of 4 samples. The contrast of the activity
map for this algorithm is strongly increased. The spread
of the histograms for the estimate Gˆ w (k , l , w) decreases
with the correlation radius; for Gˆ (k , l ) the spread is more
or less the same in all activity regions. The structure
function as a measure of activity ensures a good contrast
activity map (Fig.3). The characteristic feature of this
estimate is the strong dependence of the spread of the
histograms on the correlation radius.

Fig.3. Activity maps for a test object with four regions of activity at
processing by intensity-based pointwise algorithms. The spatial
distributions of the estimates are normalized to the maximal observed
value, and the maps show variation of the parameter from 0 to 1.

Comparison of the histogram of the estimate (3) to that of
Gˆ w (k , l , w) proves that both histograms practically
coincide. The same is obtained at T = 64Dt ,128Dt , ,512Dt .
Increase of the window length or of the time lag leads to
gradual rise in the histogram spreads for both algorithm,
but they continue to provide comparable quality of
activity maps. This means that the algorithm (3) can
successfully replace calculation of the weighted
generalized difference.
We applied the considered intensity-based algorithms
to processing of raw data acquired for real objects. The
activity maps of the weighted generalized difference,
structure function and the modified structure function
were characterized with a good contrast. The main
drawback of these algorithms is their vulnerability to
non-uniform illumination and varying reflectivity across
the object.
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